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Accurate Non-rigid Registration of Lung Images Based 
on Mutual Information

Abstract
                         

In clinical diagnosis of lung disease, registration of lung images from different imaging systems can 
provide a multi-informative image and improve its diagnostic accuracy. In this study, the original 
lung images were obtained from computed tomography (CT) and single-photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT). After the decomposition of the images using wavelet transform, a non-rigid 
registration were proposed, in which CT image was used as the reference image and SPECT image 
was used as the floating image. In registration, the mutual information between the reference and 
floating images was calculated in the process of translation, rotation and elastic transformation. At 
last, the result of the registration was evaluated by the edges of the bone, muscle, thorax and lung 
tissues in CT and SPECT images. It showed an accuracy registration between lung CT and SPECT 
images.
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Introduction
The registration of the images is to overlay the 

images which were obtained from different imaging 
systems, at different time and by different sensors [1, 2]. 
Especially in clinical medicine, the image registration, 
such as computed tomography (CT), single-photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron 
emission computed tomography (PET), is a basic 
tool for imaging applications in diagnosis [3]. In 
diagnosis of lung disease, registration of lung images 
is increasingly used [4, 5]. For example, registration of 
the CT images of the same patient, which were scanned 
at different time, was used to evaluate the development 
of the lung disease [6, 7], and registration of the CT, 

SPECT and dose map images was used for radiation 
therapy [8, 9]. 

The lung CT image contains  the anatomic 
information. Comparatively, the radioactive focus, 
sensitively reflecting the lung function, can be detected 
using SPECT images [10]. Registration of the CT and 
SPECT images would provide the multi-information in 
diagnosis or therapy of lung disease. The application 
of registration in lung disease would lead great 
helps in diagnosis and therapy of lung disease. For 
registration of the images, the main steps are the image 
transformation and the image matching [1]. Many 
methods of image transformation had been developed 
in registration of lung images, including rigid and non-
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rigid methods [11-13]. However, less researches were 
carried on in the registration of lung CT and SPECT 
images [14, 15].

In this study, we proposed an accuracy elastic 
registration method for lung CT and SPECT images 
based on mutual information. The registration result 
was further evaluated by the edges of the bone, muscle, 
thorax and lung.

Materials and Methods
The image data and preprocessing

The original images were obtained from computed 
tomography (CT) and single-photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT). The images of CT 
and SPECT were from the same volunteer at chest. 
The gray level of the images was 256, which was from 
0 to 255. The pixels of lung CT image was 720×677, 
and the pixels of lung SPECT image was 1080×1015. 
As the original images had redundant pixels of black 
background, the images were segmented. At last, the 
CT images with pixels of 571×571 and the SPECT 
images with pixels of 571×571 were used. In CT 
image, the bones and the muscles were imaged clearly, 
and the lung was not imaged. In SPECT image, the 
lung was imaged clearly. In this case, the registration 
of the two images could help in the diagnosis of lung 
disease.

The mutual information of two gray 
images

In the registration of two images, the mutual 
information (MI) was used to evaluate the registration 
accuracy of the two images [16, 17]. For the gray 
images of A and B, the mutual information MI(A, B) 
was defined as

MI(A, B) = H(A) + H(B) – H(A, B)

The H(A) and H(B) was the information entropy of 
image A and B, and H(A, B) was the joint information 
entropy of the image A and B. They were defined as:

where, pA(a) and pB(b) represent the gray probability 

distribution. The gray probability distribution was 
calculated based on the gray scale histogram, which 
is the distribution of the pixels in the image over the 
gray-level scale. The color intensity was from 0 to 255. 
For image A, the gray probability of color intensity of 
a was defined as pA(a). pAB(a, b) is the joint probability 
distribution of the two images. And the gray probability 
distribution pAB(a, b) was described by:

where, h(a, b) is the joint gray scale histogram of 
image A and B. 

In the process of registration of two images, the 
larger MI of the two images is obtained, the higher 
accuracy of the registration is. In this study, in order to 
reduce the error caused by the images from different 
imaging systems, the normalized MI was used and 
defined as:

MI(A, B) = (H(A) + H(B)) / H(A,B)

The decomposition of the image based 
on wavelet transform

The wavelet transform was the time-frequency 
transformation. The wavelet analyses were wildly 
used in image registration, which could speed up the 
calculation [18]. The 2-dimensional discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) was suit for the CT and SPECT 
images [19, 20]. By the wavelet transform, the image 
was decomposed into the high-frequency portions and 
the low-frequency portion:

ΦLL(x, y) = Φ(x) ∙ Φ(y)

ΨLH(x, y) = Φ(x) ∙ Ψ(y)

ΨHL(x, y) = Ψ(x) ∙ Φ(y)

ΨHH(x, y) = Ψ(x) ∙ Ψ(y)

where, the ΦLL(x, y) was the low-frequency portion 
in the horizontal and vertical direction. ΨLH(x, y) and  
ΨHL(x, y) were the high-frequency portions in the 
horizontal and in the vertical direction, respectively.  
ΨHH(x, y) was the high-frequency portion in the 
horizontal and vertical direction. The Ψ(x) was the 
wavelet basis function. The Φ(x) was the scaling 
function. For a 2-dimensional image, the MALLAT fast 
transform algorithm can be used. The 2-dimensional 
image f(x, y)∈Vj

2  can be described as:

f(x, y) = Aj+1 f + D1
j+1 f + D2

j+1 f + D3
j+1 f

H(A) = –∑ pA(a)log pA(a)
a∈A

H(B) = –∑ pB(b)log pB(b)
b∈B

H(A, B) = –∑∑ pAB(a, b)log pAB(a, b)
b∈Ba∈A

∑a, bh(a, b)
h(a, b)

pAB(a, b) = 
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where,

The Vj
2(j∈Z) was discrete resolution analysis of 

L2(R). The standard orthogonal set of L2(R) was 
constituted by the wavelet function set of [Ψm1

, 
m2|(m1, m2)∈Z2]. The standard orthogonal set of Vj

2 
was constituted by [Φ j, m1, m2

| j∈Z, (m1, m2)∈Z2]. 
Z represents the positive integer set. Hence, the 
2-dimensional MALLAT decompositions of the image 
was defined as:

cj+1 = HrHccj

D1
j+1 = HrHccj

D1
j+1 = GrHccj

D3
j+1 = GrGccj

where cj+1, D
1

j+1, D
1

j+1, and D3
j+1  represent the low-

frequency section, high-frequency in horizontal, high-
frequency in vertical direction and high-frequency in 
diagonal direction. The Hr and Gr was set to express 
the filter operated on the row. The Hc and Gc to express 
the filter operated on the column. H and G was used 
to represent the low-pass and high-pass filtering, 
respectively.

The model of the non-rigid registration

For the medical images came from different imaging 
systems and different time, the position of the body 
would be changed, and the morphologic changes of 
the body were caused by the breathing. Under this 
circumstance, three method, including the translation 
of the image, the rotation of the image and the elastic 
registration of the image, were used in the non-rigid 
registration.

For the images of CT and SPECT, the CT image 
was used as the reference image (R) and the SPECT 
image was used as the corresponding floating image 
(F) because of more detail information of the tissues in 
the CT image. In the process of image registration, the 
floating image had the translation, rotation and elastic 
transformation to fit to the reference image. At the 
beginning, the translation of the floating image:

(1) Both the reference and floating images were 
decomposed using the wavelet transform. Then 

the high-frequency portions and the low-frequency 
portions of the reference and floating images would be 
obtained, named after R' and F', respectively.

(2) The F' was translated over the R' in the 
horizontal and vertical direction.

(3) All the portions of the R' and F' images were 
included. And the mutual information was calculated 
in the whole process of image translation.

(4) The F image was positioned in the new 
coordinate based on the maximum of the MI calculated 
by R' and F' images.

After the image translation, the floating image was 
rotated and the mutual information was calculated:

(1) The floating image with new coordinate was 
decomposed using the wavelet transform. Then 
the high-frequency portions and the low-frequency 
portions of the SPECT images would be obtained, 
named after F".

(2) The F’’ was rotated over the R' from 0 degree to 
359 degree. The step was set to be 1 degree.

(3) The low- and high-frequency portions of the 
R' and F" images were included. And the mutual 
information was calculated in the whole process of 
image rotation.

(4) The floating image was rotated in the new 
coordinate based on the maximum of the MI calculated 
by R' and F" images.

The elastic transformation was carried on after the 
translation and rotation of the images.

(1) The floating image after the rotation process 
was decomposed using the wavelet transform. Then 
the high-frequency portions and the low-frequency 
portions of the floating images would be obtained, 
named after F"'.

(2) The elastic transformation of the F"' was in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.

(3) The mutual information was calculated in the 
process of elastic transformation. The ratio of the 
elastic transformation was less than 0.1 in order to 
avoid the distortion. 

(4) The elastic transformation of the floating images 
was accepted when the MI between the R' and F"' 
images was extremum.

The process of the registration can be shown in Fig. 1.

Aj+1 f =    ∑   cj+1, m1, m2
Φj+1, m1, m2m1, m2∈Z

Dj+1 f =    ∑   Dj+1, m1, m2
Ψj+1, m1, m2

,   ε = 1, 2, 3
m1, m2∈Z

εε ε
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The assessment of the registration

The usual method to evaluate the registration of the 
images was visual assessment. As the medical images 
were from CT and SPECT imaging systems at chest. 
The discontinuity existed in the thorax, which was the 
main character in CT and SPECT images. As the edge 
is a set of points that have great difference in gray with 
the surrounding points, the edge of the thorax was 
extracted in both the CT and SPECT images after the 
process of registration. In the CT and SPECT images, 
a clear edge was between the bones, muscles and the 
thorax, it can be extracted and taken as the assessment Fig. 1 Registration of lung CT and SPECT images.

CT SPECT

Translation

Rotation

Assessment

Elastic transformation

Decomposition
using wavelet transform

Fig. 2 The wavelet transform of the CT and SPECT images. (a) The original CT image. (b) The low-frequency portion of the CT 
image. (c) The horizontal high-frequency portion of the CT image. (d) The vertical high-frequency portion of the CT image. (e) 
The diagonal high-frequency portion of the CT image. (f) The original SPECT image. (g) The low-frequency portion of the SPECT 
image. (h) The horizontal high-frequency portion of the SPECT image. (i) The vertical high-frequency portion of the SPECT image. (j) 
The diagonal high-frequency portion of the SPECT image.
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Fig. 3 The corresponding floating image. (a) The x-axis (unit: pixel) and y-axis (unit: pixel) represent the translation in the horizontal 
and vertical direction. The z-axis represents the mutual information. (b) The unit of the x-axis is degree. The positive value means 
the rotation in clockwise, and vice verse. The y-axis represents the mutual information. (c) The x-axis (unit: percent, %) and y-axis 
(unit: percent, %) represent the elastic transformation ratio in the horizontal and vertical direction. The z-axis represents the mutual 
information. (d) The original SPECT image. (e) It shows the translation of the SPECT image based on the maximum of the MI. (f) It 
shows the rotation of the SPECT image based on the maximum of the MI. (g) It shows the elastic transformation of the SPECT image 
based on the maximum of the MI. The positive ratio meant the tension of the image, and the negative ratio meant the compression of 
the image.
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of the registration. The threshold of T was set, and the 
edge can be calculated by the binary image (BA (a)):

where, A(a) is the gray value at the pixel of a. T is 
the threshold of gray value. The two colors used for a 
binary image are black and white. And ‘1’ represents 
black, while ‘0’ represents white. Based on the binary 
image, a clear edge between lung tissues and bones, 
muscles can be obtained. Then, the assessment would 
be based on the edges of the CT and SPECT images.

Results and discussions

The gray two images, including a CT image and 
a SPECT image at chest were used in the study. The 
resolution of the two images were 571×571. The gray 
level was 256.

The wavelet transform of the CT and 
SPECT images

The CT and SPECT images were transformed into 
four portions, including the low-frequency portion, the 
horizontal high-frequency portion, the vertical high-
frequency portion and the diagonal high-frequency 
portion (Fig. 2). The low-frequency portion was used 
in the non-rigid registration.

The translation, rotation and elastic 
transformation of the SPECT image

In order to acquire an accuracy image registration of 
CT and SPECT images, the floating step of the floating 

image was set to be one pixel and one degree in the 
process of translation and rotation, respectively. The 
CT image was used as the reference image, and the 
SPECT was the floating image (Fig. 3(d)). First, in the 
process of the translation of the SPECT image, the MI 
was calculated in the horizontal and vertical direction 
(Fig. 3(a)). The translation of the SPECT image was 
13 pixel in the horizontal direction and 15 pixel in 
the vertical direction based on the maximum MI of 
1.005 (Fig. 3(e)). Second, the SPECT image had the 
clockwise rotation of 4 degrees (Fig. 3(f)). Last, the 
SPECT was forced of horizontal tension and vertical 
compression by the maximum MI (Fig. 3(g)).

The edges of the CT and SPECT images 
after the registration

In order to evaluate the registration of the two 
images (Fig. 4(a)), the edge of the CT and SPECT 
were used. The edge of the thorax was extracted in the 
CT image, as well as the edge of the lung tissues in the 
SPECT image (Fig. 4(b)). The two edges was fitted 
greatly. It was proposed that the non-rigid registration, 
including the process of translation, rotation and elastic 
transformation, received an accuracy results in the CT 
and SPECT images at lung.

Conclusions

In this study, the non-rigid registration, including 
translation, rotation and elastic transformation, were 
well used in the medical images at lung. The method 
had little manual intervention and less amount of 
calculation. By the registration of the different medical 

BA(a) =
1  A(a) > T
0  A(a) < T

Fig. 4 The registration results and the edges of the CT and SPECT images after the registration. (a) The results of the registration. (b) 
The figure shows the edges of the CT and SPECT image after the registration.

(a) (b)
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images at lung, the new image, consisting of bone, 
muscle and lung tissues, will bring great helps in the 
diagnosis of lung diseases.
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